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Abstract

An öpen cycle gas türbine with a heat exchanger and its modifica- 
tions have been studied. These modifications include the combinations 
of the gas türbine with a steam injection system and the gas türbine 
with a closed cycle steam türbine. The steam is generated by a waste 
heat boiler. It was found that in both cases the efficiency and the net 
output of the gas türbine increased considerably of the order of 20 to 
40 %. In order to define the superiority regions of the systems studied 
in various ranges of power output, an economic analysis per unit power 
has been done. For short duration, intermittent type of operation the 
steam injection was found superior. Above this mode of operation. the 
operational modes of electric base and continuous were covered by the 
gas türbine combined with the steam türbine.

1. — INTRODUCTION
Some part of the wasted energy of the öpen cycle gas türbine (GT) 
may be accumulated in the vvater to be converted into the steam through 
a waste heat boiler (WHB). This steam - injection (SI) can provide an 
increase in the net power output and the efficiency because of the ad- 
ditional enthalpy and mass flow of the steam.

In a recent study on the SI, ref. (1), a simple GT system was used and 
the cyclic calculations were based on assumptions, as used in the defi- 
nition of the thermodynamic data, a constant discharge temperature 
from the combustion chamber, ete.
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The SI in the study mentioned above showed an improvement in the ef- 
ficiency of the simple GT system. But the actual GT plants are usually 
designed from the point of view of metallurgical considerations or ove- 
rall efficiency. They are not simple GT systems, because of having so- 
me auxiliary units.

In this study a GT plant near Benghazi Libya is selected as an actual 
model. A heat exchanger (HE) is used to reduce the inlet temperature 
of the türbine and to increase that of the combustor. In fact, the HE 
reduces the inlet and exit temperatures of the GT and WHB. In the pro- 
posed plant, the SI, i.e. mixing of the steam and combustion products 
are described between the combustor and the HE. The WHB is placed 
betvveen the türbine and the chimney stack.

2. — THE MODEL GT PLANT AND THE CYCLIC ANALYSIS

The combined cycle including the actual GT plant, and the proposed SI 
cycle and its T—S diagram, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The volumet- 
ric flow rate of the fuel, the discharge pressure of the compressor, the 
inlet and exit temperatures, and the net power output of the GT at dif- 
ferent operating points arn measured. The fuel used is light diesel oil.

Fig. 1. — Schematic Diagram of the actual gas türbine with a heat exchanger and 
the proposed steam injectlon wlth a waste heat boller.
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sfkJ/kg/K)
Flg. 2. — Temperature - Entropy diagram of the gas and water components of the 

comblned cycle.
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The substances considered in the system are C02, H2O , N2 , O2 in ga- 
seous phase, H.O and the fuel in the liquid phase. Ali the gases except 
the injected steam are treated as ideal gases. The specific heat of each 
substance as a function of temperature, and the pressure - loss in each 
unit are expressed by the empirical equations. The total enthalpy of a 
mbcture is defined in tenns of the formation and sensible enthalpıes 
of each component at a given temperature T.

The state - equation of ideal gas, the steady State, steady flow energy 
equation, and the atomic mass balance of C/H/O/N are used in the cal- 
culations. The irreversibilities in the compressor and türbine are de
fined in term of efficiencies estimated from the experimental measure- 
ments. The adiabatic flame temperature in the combustion chamber is 
calculated considering the components mentioned above, ref. (2).

The heat transfer rate in the toroidal HE is determined by using the 
overall heat transfer coefficient and the log - mean - temperature diffe- 
rence. Its inner and outer surface heat transfer coefficients are related 
to the empirical eguation for tubes, ref (3).

İV wd = 0.023 Re^Pr” (1)

where m=0.4 is for heating, n=0.3 is for cooling. An empirical rela- 
tionship of linear form for the overall heat transfer coefficient against 
the GT power output is assumed.

Due to the low temperatures in the mixing region, points (12-4-5) in 
Fig. 1 & 2, the Chemical and dissociation reactions are neglected. Since 
the heat losses, the changes in kinetical and potential energies in this 
region are considerably lovver than the changes in the sensible enthal- 
pies, the energy eguation reduces to :

T. . T12
f Cp, ■ dT + cp„ . dr =

. T»
- f Cp . dT (2)

pw T°
Pw

Since the solution of the eguations can not be found because of the jn- 

1 —m,?
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known temperatures, the computational procedure for the cycle analy- 
sis is based on the iterative method for the control volüme around each 
unit. To reduce the number of iterations, closer initial guesses are ob- 
tained from the equations simplified by trating the specific heats as 
constants and using the heat transfer coefficient from the empirical 
relation, î7=/(POt)- The assumed and empirical parameters for the GT 
and SI are given in Table 1.

Table. 1. — Som e Parameters for GT and SI

inlet pressure (*)  (kPa) 101.33
temperature (*)  (K) 298
relative humidity (♦) (%) 60

Pressure loss in air filter (•) (kPa) 1.2
heat exchangcr (%) 0.5
combustion chamber (%) 1.0
mlxing region (%) 0.5
waste heat boller (%) 0.5
chimney stack (%) 0.5

Bleed flow fraction (%) 5
Mln. temperature difference at PP (K) 27
At. 34.7 MW air flow rate (♦) (kg/s) 228.09

fuel flow rate (*)  (kg/s) 3.063
compression rate (♦) (-) 9.29

Efficiency nf compressor (**)  (%) 86
of türbine (♦*)  (%) 87

(*) Measured values.
(*♦) Defined by iterative method.

3. — CONSTRAINTS IN THE STEAM INJECTION

The technical and economic constraints, based on energy balances and 
the cost of the injected water, control the energy recovery from the ex- 
haust of waste gases. One important limitation is the value of pinch point 
(PP), which is defined as the minimum temperature difference between 
the two fluids at any point in the WHB, ref. (1, 4). PP usually appears 
where the boiling starts and is given as :

T,-T<g=STPP, (3)

The energy equation for the beginning of the evaporation becomes :
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(4)

In comparison \vith the simple GT plant, the HE reduces the inlet and 
exit temperatures of the WHB. Therefore, the PP problem is a severe 
limitation on steam generation. The temperature difference on the PP 
may be taken in the range of 17 to 28 K, ref. (1, 4). A value of 27 K is 
used in this study. The other technical limitation is the minimum stack 
gas temperature. A minimum temperature of 423 K is assumed in the 
analysis of the combined cycle.

4. — RESULTS OF THE STEAM INJECTİON

The results of the cycle analysis are focused on the net power of the 
system, the thermal efficiency of the combined cycle and the inlet tempe
rature of the GT. The calculated Pgt=/(J"c) and "k=f(rc), and the mea- 
sured PGr of the orginal plant are given in Fig. 3. It is found that the 
continuous power is 34.69 MW at rc=9.29 and X=4.56. The türbine inlet 
temperature and the thermal cfficicncies of the original system are given 
in Fig. 4 and 5 for %=0. The proposed GTSI was studied for different wa- 
ter/air ratios, injected steam temperatures and various compression ratios 
of the GT for a fixed steam pressure of 2 MPa. In Fig. 4 the curves of 
Ta—fi.rc) and T)=/(rJ are presented for a constant steam temperature 
of 712=623 K, where the water/air ratio is used as one parameter. The 
values of T9=/(Ti2), t)=/(Ti2), T9=/(P,jt), t]=/(Pgt) are given in Fig. 
5 and 6, where the parameters are rc—x and Tn—x( respectively. Since 
the stack gas temperatures in the analysis are higher than 423 Kt the 
PP limit is selected as the controlling constraint for the maximum wa- 
ter/air ratio in these figures. It is clear from Fig. 4 to 6 that the in- 
jection of water around #=0.08 may increase the power output of the 
GT from 34.7 MW to 41.7 the thermal efficiency from 26.6 % to 
32.0 % (an increase of 20 %), and reduce the türbine inlet temperature 
from 1100 K to 1038 K (a decrease of 6%).

5. _ SUPERİORİTY REGIONS OF THE STEAM INJECTİON

In order to show the possibility of an increase in the thermal efficiency, 
upto this point the combination of a GT and SI has been studied only 
from a technical point of view. To prove the advantages of the GTSI,
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Fig. 3. — Excess alr coefflcient and output power of the actual gas türbine versu» 
compression ratio.
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Fig. 4. — Türbine exlt temperature and cycle efficlency versus compression ratlo 
at an injected steam temperature of 623 K. Parameter İs water/alr ratio.
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not only the GT but some other combinations of the GT, such as gas 
türbine and steam türbine (GTST) system should also be evaluated for 
the comparison. In other words, it is necessary to evaluate the relative 
advantages of the GTSI among the other systems. For this purpose a 
steam türbine (ST) for the GT plant, operating at 34.7 AflV was con- 
sidered as an avxiliary unit. The ST system consists of WHB, ST, con- 
denser, water pump, cooling tower, cooling pump and fan. The assump- 
tions made in the calculations, and some of the results are given in Tab- 
le 2.

Table. 2. — Assumed and Calculated Parameters for the ST of the GTST Systems.

Amblcnt pressure
temperature 
relative humldlty

(kPai
(K)
(%)

101.33
298
60

Steam pressure (MPa) 2
temperature (Kj 623
türbine efficiency (%) 75

Condenser pressure (kPa) 10

Cooling water İnlet temperature (K) 300
exit temperature (K) 313

Cooling tower air exit temperature (K) 303
Fİ3W rate of steam (kg/s) 20.14

cooling water (kg/s) 832.5
make up water (kg/s) 38.7
cooling tower air (kg/s) 1395.2

Power output of steam türbine (MW) 14.1
gas türbine (MVr> 34.7
combined cycle (MTV) 48.8

Efficiency of GT cycle (%) 26.6
GTST (%) 37.4

In the proposed GTST system the power output climbed from 34.7 MW 
to 48,8 MW and the thermal efficiency from 26.6% to 37.4% (an increase 
of 40.6 %). If the thermal efficiency is used as a basis for comparison, 
the GTST provides a 20% higher thermal efficiency than the GTSI.

In order to include the economic aspects of the proposed cycles, the ini- 
tial investment and the maintenance cost of the GT plant, for the Sİ 
and ST systems are estimated with the unit prices of Nov. 1980. The 
prices of the füel Ff and water Fv, the annual operating hours At, the
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Fig. 7. — Total cost versus the expected life in years.
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Flff. 8. — Fuel price versus the expected life in yearts.
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expected life in years t, and the total cost per unit power z, are selec- 
ted as the variables. Hence, for the three modes studied, three func- 
tions of the form

z:=/i (Ff, Fw, At, t) i-1,2,3 (5)
may be obtained.
In order to find the superiority regions of the systems, the right hand 
sides of eq. s (5) are equated taking two of them at a time. Thus gene- 
rating three new equations

At, t) = U J.—1,2,3 (6)
where z' s are eliminated. Therefore, each surface defined by one of the 
eq. s (6) may be called an «equal -cost» surface. The variables Ff, FK, 
At and t may take only positive values. the space above the equal - cost 
surface in the positive direction of the coordinates is the superiority re- 
gion for a pair of the equalized modes.

Tn Fig. 7, the plots of the total cost per for each of the modes (GT, 
GTSI, GTST) against the expected life in years, z,=f(t) are given, kee- 
■ıing the other parameters constant. The intersections of the equal cost 
surfaces and the real positive planes of At—t and Ff—t are given in 
Figs. 7 and 8, respectively; where the area above each equal cost curve 
shovvs a superiority zone of one of the two modes. The upper curve is 
.btained from the intersection of GTST and GTSI, and the lower from 
ıhat of the GT and GTST. There is no intersection betvveen the positi- 
■ e planes and equal cost surface of the GT and GTSI. Hence, there are 
only three regions. The GTST is superior in the upper region, and the 
GTSI in the intermediate and lower regions.

6. — CONCLUSION

The application of steam injection in a GT plant with a heat exchanger 
can impi'ove the cycle efficiency and reduce the cost per unit power 
output, but \vith some limitations, as given in Tables 3, 4 and 5.

Table. 3. — Theımal Compaıison

Order of Preference Type Maximum Continuous Power Efficiency

1. GTST 48.8 MW 37.4 %
2. GTSI 41.7 MW 32.0 %
3. GT 34.7 MW 26.6 %
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T>ıl>l<* 4. — Economic Comparison

Order of Preference
Continuous

(<8700 hrs/yr)
Electric base 

(<4000 hrs/yr)
Peak

(<1000 hrs/yr)

1. GTST GTST ’ GTSI
2. GTSI GTSI GT*
3. GT GT GTST»

* This column is for the fuel price up to 2.35 $/10» kJ LHV. Above thi3 price the 
order İs: 1. GTSI, 2. GTST, 3. GT.

Tablo. 5. — Fuel Price Effect on the Peak Operatlon (expected life 15 yrs)

Order of Preference
Fuel

F{<2.35
Price, Ff ($/103 kJ

2.35<Ff<7.17
LHV)

7.17<Ff

1. uTSI GTSI GTST
2. GT GTST GTSI
3. GTST GT GT

If the GTSI is compared with the GT the following conclusions may be 
drawn: The thermal efficiency and power increase are more in the GTSI 
than in the GT. An increase of 20 % is obtained at a water/air ratio of 
0.08 with a steam of 2 MPa and 623 K. The inlet and exit temperatures 
of the GT and the WHB are lov.-er in the GTSI than in the GT. The 
complexity, maintenance and investment are higher in GTSI.

If the GTST is compared with the GTSI and the GT the fullowing conc
lusions may be drawn: The thermal efficiency and power increase are 
more in the GTST than in the GTSI. An increase of 40.6 % is obtained 
at a vvater air ratio of 0.089 with a steam of 2 MPa and 623 K. The in
let and exit temperatures of the gas türbine and WHB are higher than 
the GTSI, but same as the GT. The complexity, maintenance and invest
ment are higher in the GTST than in the GTSI.

Economic considerations indicate that a GTST plant may be preferred 
if the operational mode is continuous or electric base which are above 
500 (hrs/yr) to 1000 (hrs/yr).

If the operation is limited up to 1000 (hrs/yr) the GTSI may be used 
for short duration, intermiftent type of operation. In this, so called 
peak operation, the GTSI superiority continues up to a fuel price of 7.17 
(S/108kJ LHV).
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NOMENCLATI’RE

c — Speclfic heat Sııhscript. :
F — Price c = compression
»■» — mass flow rate e — exhaust gas
M — nıolar mass ) ~ fuel
Nu = Nusselt no. fy = value corresponding to evapora-
P = power ratlon
Pr — Prandtl no. GT = gas türbine
r — pressure ratio i, İ = no. of component or equation
Re — Reynolds no. o = reference value
t — expected life in years P = constant pressure

At = annual operatlng hours PP — pinch point
w = waterT — temperature
1. 2. — values at characterlstlc point atV = overall heat transfer coefflcient Fig. 1&2.

y _ mole fraction
Ahbrevlations :

z
X
X

T)

= total cost per MW 
= water/air ratio (mass) 
= excess air coefflcient 
— l/(equivalence ratio) 
= thermal efflclency

GT 
OTSI 
GTST
HE 
LHV

= gas türbine
= gas türbine 4-steam Injectlon
= gas türbine4-steam türbine.
— heat exchanger
— lower heating value

Superscrlpt :

n = values corresponding to heating
or cooling

P
Pıo

SI

= combustion products
= combustion products & steam 

mixture
= steam injectlon

( ) = molar value f 8T — steam türbine


